kingdoms and tribal peoples of the southern flank of the Himalayas from Sikkim in the east to Kangra in the west. The Gorkha rulers, like many of their counterparts in the Ganges basin, claimed their sovereignty by exercising proprietary authority upon their possessions (muluk), and ritual authority within their realm (desa). Included within their possessions and realm were various countries (also deia or des) in which the king's tenants or subjects were natives who claimed certain rights to their land and way of life on the basis of ancestral authority. Each of these three concepts -possessions, realm, and country-specified a different relation between ruler, land, and people, and each was legitimated with respect of different kinds of authority -proprietary, ritual, and ancestral.
The "Entire Possessions of the King of Gorkha"
At the turn of the nineteenth century the Gorkha rulers referred to their territorial domain in terms of a Persian loanword meaning possessions (muluk) or, more precisely, "the entire possessionis of the king of Gorkha" (gorkha ral bhar muluk). In the administration of his possessions the king saw himself as a landlord (malik) who classified exhaustively and exclusively his tracts of land according to tenurial categories and then assigned, bestowed, licensed, or auctioned the rights and duties over these tracts of land to his subjects (see M. C. Regmi 1971:209-11 ). The tenurial categories differed with respect to the specific rights and duties of the subject vis-a-vis the king's land, as well as with respect to the powers (inheritability, divisibility, transferability, and irrevocability) which the king accorded the subject in the enjoyment of these rights and duties. The tenurial categories are too complicated to detail here (see M. C. Regmi 1963 Regmi -1968 1976 ), but one may note in brief that these categories defined the different statuses of tributary rajas (rdjya tenure), military officers (jdgir), civil administrators (nankar), tenant cultivators (raikar), servants and artisans in the service of the king (rakam, jagera, jagir), religious associations (guthi), and individual persons (such as nobles, Brahmans, ascetics, war widows) who had been awarded a private means of livelihood (birtd) at the personal bequest of the king. As a system, the tenurial scheme did not delineate a matrix of relationships in which each status related to all other statuses. Rather the tenurial scheme was a juxtaposition of local subsystems (such as tributary kingdom, military administration, civil administration, and palace administration), each of which was headed by the king, and in which each status related to other statuses of the subsystem but not to statuses outside the subsystem.
The tenurial scheme of classification figured in diverse governmental contexts. Three general points can be made in the specific context of the territorial possessions of the king of Gorkha. First, the tenurial scheme was applied exhaustively and exclusively to the land, not to the subjects of the king. The subjects were not exclusively classified in tenurial terms, for any subject could have multiple tenurial statuses, and therefore different rights and duties vis-a-vis the king with reference to different tracts of land. For example, an ascetic could enjoy tenurial recognition (kus'a birtd) of his ritual superiority over the king on one tract of land and be a revenue collector on other tracts of land (mal), submitting an annual fee of obeisance to the king signifying his tenurial inferiority to the state (Burghart 1984) . Nor were subjects exhaustively classified in that the king did not claim revenue from income received in alms. Therefore ascetics who lived in makeshift bivouacs and who derived their livelihood solely from gifts of cash and kind in alms avoided contracting a tenurial relationship upon the king's possessions (Burghart 1983 ). Second, the members of the tenurial system (except certain tributary rajas, Brahmans, and ascetics) were bound to their status by virtue of a contractual arrangement that was renewed at the king's pleasure on the occasion of the annual review of appointments at the Dasahara festival. At this time tenant cultivators were entitled to relinquish their tenurial rights over plots of crown land and take up such rights elsewhere, either within or outside the territorial possessions of Gorkha. The evidence from the turn of the nineteenth century suggests that tenant cultivators frequently moved back and forth between Gorkha and Company territory, either lured by the prospect of lower revenue rates or driven by the intolerable demands of overzealous collectors (Ahmad 1958:19-20 ; Bengal District Gazetteers: Darbhanga 1907:21; M. C. Regmi 1971:128-35) . In other words, a subject of the king of Gorkha at the turn of the nineteenth century was entitled to change his political affiliation as freely as a citizen of the Kingdom of Nepal in the mid-twentieth century can change his employment. Third, the tenurial scheme defined the rents, levies, duties, and fees of obeisance that the tenants submitted to the king directly or indirectly through his revenue collectors. Submission of such payments through tiers of the tributary, civil, and military administrations indicated one's inferiority to the recipients of such payments, and thereby defined the hierarchical structure of the tenurial system. The king received payments from his subjects, but he did not depend upon anyone for his rights over his possessions nor did he submit revenue from that land to anyone. Such tenurial autonomy was the basis of the king's political sovereignty vis-'a-vis neighboring kings.
The Realm of the Kings of Gorkha
The realm (desa) within which the king of Gorkha exercised his ritual authority was a quite different territorial unit from the possessions over which the king exercised proprietary authority. The realm was an auspicious icon of the universe centered on the temple of the king's tutelary deity and demarcated on the perimeter by temples-often four or eight in number, which were situated notionally in the four cardinal directions or the eight points of the compass. These temples did not lie on the border of the kingdom, as defined by tenurial relationships or customs sheds. Instead they were situated at sacred sites that in some cases lay within the territory over which the king exercised proprietary authority, and in some cases outside (Hamilton 1819:19) . Within the realm the caste system provided an auspicious order of the social universe, the form of the system being defined alternatively by the entitlements of different castes to serve at the court of the king's tutelary deity (Vergati Stahl 1979) and by their entitlements to function in the regional varna model of the universe (Hofer 1979 , although this is a late source for the present argument). Criminals who transgressed the rules governing caste and family relations not only defiled the persons with whom they interacted but they also defiled the realm and, by implication, everyone who lived therein. In the weeks before the Dasahara festival all criminal cases were decided and offenders punished so that the realm would be pure prior to the annual renewal of the king's powers of rule (Adam 1920 ). In the case of Brahman and ascetic criminals, whom the king could neither behead nor mutilate without bringing sin upon himself, exile from the realm was the punishment.
The purity of the realm was endangered not only by social disorder but also by the king's rulership. The intimate relationship between the king, his subjects, and the realm is borne out in the claim of the Newar and Hill Brahmans that the Hindus living in Mughal territory had been defiled by virtue of their being governed by Muslim rulers. Father Ippolito Desideri (1932:316) noted in 1722 that Newar travelers, before being readmitted to Nepal from Mughal territory had to "undergo purifications by bathing for forty days in cow's urine, drinking it, and eating cowdung occasionally." After their conquest of Nepal in 1768-1769 the Gorkha rulers continued to preserve the purity of Nepal as their locus of authority. (In order to distinguish between the realm of the former Malla kings conquered by Prithvi Narayan and the modern kingdom of Nepal, I shall in the former case spell Nepal with a macron and in the latter case without). Gorkhali envoys returning to Kathmandu from Tibet underwent three days of purification at Nuvakot, just outside Nepal. Their readmission to the realm was signified by the king's offering water from his pitcher at the Kathmandu palace (Cavenagh 1851:69; Oldfield 1880:1, 412). Further evidence of the intimate relationship between king, subjects, and realm may be adduced in the royal mortuary rituals. In the course of his rule the king not only incurred certain sins but he also was said to absorb from his subjects the same proportion of sins and merit as he collected revenue from their standing crops. Upon the death of the king the Mahapatra funeral priest took on these sins in the course of a meal composed, in part, of the deceased king's cranium (the place where the king's soul left his body at the moment of death). Having digested the sins committed by the king and a portion of the sins committed by his subjects, the funeral priest was then mounted backwards on an elephant, jeered "Demon Brahman," and driven from the realm (Leuchtag 1958:235 -36) .
The conception of the realm as a universe implies that the realm was an autonomous and auspicious system of social relationships. Nonetheless other such realms existed on the subcontinent. According to one Brahmanical scheme there were fifty-six universal realms in the Sacred Land of the Hindus (bharatavarsa), of which Nepal was one (Hamilton 1819:192) . Contacts between these realms were governed in certain respects by a relation of equivalence. This relation is evident in the rules governing the commensality of castes outside one's realm. For example, Brahmans from Mithila (the realm bounded by the Himalayas in the north and by the Ganges, Kosi, and Gandaki rivers in the south, east, and west), when traveling on pilgrimage in the Himalayas, would not accept water from Hill Blacksmiths (kami) because Hill Brahmans do not do so. Meanwhile Hill Brahmans, traveling in Mithila, would accept water from Maithil Blacksmiths (Iohar) because their counterparts in Mithila, the Maithil Brahmans, do so. This relation of equivalence between realms was also evident in Prithvi Narayan's policy with regard to the realms that he conquered. The center of Prithvi Narayan's realm was the temple of Bhavani and the cave of Gorakhnath at his ancestral home of Gorkha (see Unbescheid 1980:35-45). By the grace of these two deities he conquered Nepal, ruled by the Malla kings of Kathmandu, Patan, and Bhadgaon, but in Nepal, Prithvi Narayan received the blessings of Taleju, the tutelary deity of the deposed Malla rulers (Acarya 1968: 3, 503-4) . Similarly the temples of Janakpur and Barahaksetra in the eastern Tarai districts, which were sanctuaries of worship for the vanquished kings of Makwanpur and Vijayapur, continued to be supported by the royal family and courtiers on tour in the region (Lamsal and Bhattarai 1974; Burghart 1978) . Thus the Gorkhali solution to the problem of the political integration of the kingdom at the turn of the nineteenth century was to treat all realms as being equivalent universes and to respect the tutelary deities of each conquered realm.
In addition to these instances of equivalence, relations of hierarchy were also observed between realms. In a more restricted sense of the term, the word desa, or mula desa, referred to the locus of authority which was seen to encompass the pradesa, or provinces, ruled from the center. This locus was identified with the capital 
The Political Integration of Gorkha at the Turn of the Nineteenth Century
The evidence from the turn of the nineteenth century suggests that in governmental usage the concepts of possessions, realm, and country were, for the most part, separate in their application. This "contextual" approach had precedent in Hindu law, but it would also have been prudent of any king at a time of territorial expansion to be all manner of things to all men and thereby refrain from exacerbating the religious, ethnic, and political differences among his subjects. Nevertheless there were some instances in which the claims derived from the king's proprietary and ritual authority and the people's ancestral authority came into conflict with one another, and in such cases the king was obliged to ascertain their relative jurisdiction and to decide upon the most appropriate or advantageous relationship between ruler, land, and people. The way in which Prithvi Narayan and his immediate successors accorded these different claims, and the resultant pattern of integration, resembles the patterns found in other Hindu kingdoms of upper India and the Himalayas during this period, and it suggests that the political integration and autonomy of Gorkha were structured in a way that would have made sense not only to the king's subjects but also to the neighboring and rival rulers.
I shall now consider the relations between possessions, realm, and country in order to establish the intracultural context in which the concept of nation-state was formed.
The Relation Between the Possessions of the King of Gorkha and the Countries of a People
The concepts of possessions and country were different in boundary and membership at the turn of the nineteenth century. The boundary of the possessions was defined by the collection of revenue, and it was thought to expand or contract according to the extent of the king's influence on the periphery of his kingdom. The boundary of the country was not locally defined; it was thought to be fixed by the changeless natural environment or the cultural presence of a people. Moreover, membership in a polity was not exclusive. The same individual could be, to his benefit (Ahmad 1958:23) The king, however, did not tolerate the customary law of a country that defiled the realm over which he ruled. Offenses that defiled the realm were classified in terms of the "five punishments" (pancakhat). These five punishments-loss of life, bodily mutilation, banishment, degradation of caste, and enslavement (in some lists expropriation was substituted for enslavement)-could be administered only by the king, and the offenses for which they were administered included defilement of the realm. The people of the Hills, Plains, and Nepal countries were for the most part Hindu, and their customary laws were not seen to violate the dharma of the realm. The tribal peoples in the eastern Himalayas did, however, observe certain practices that defiled the realm, most notably (in the eyes of the Gorkhali) the slaughter of cattle and the consumption of the flesh of dead cattle. Upon learning of the consumption of the flesh of dead cattle in their newly conquered territories, the government banned the practice in some areas, but later showed more flexibility by placing the custom in the service of the state. The practice was condoned upon payment of a fine in rupees or a levy in hides and skins (of wild animals, not cattle). The whole territory between these places is holy ground, and is properly called Dhama [dhdma, an abode of a deity). This holy land, according to the Brahmans, is inhabited by 5,600 Bhairawas and Bhairawis. . . . The whole territory within these boundaries was not, however, subject to the Newar chiefs who governed Nepal, and a large part in the vicinity of Nilkantha in particular, until the rise of the house of Gorkha, was subject to Thibet. Not only did these boundaries not overlap, their conceptual bases also differed. The boundary of the possessions was determined by the collection of revenue; the boundary of the realm was conceived in terms of places consecrated by a god whom the king worshiped. The boundary of the possessions extended or receded depending upon the ambition and strength of the king's revenue collec-tors and the king's ability to control their local power. The ritual boundary of the realm, however, was fixed in particular localities. Moreover, the tenurial boundary did not necessarily enclose a discrete territory, for it was possible that some unfortunate villages on the boundary might be obliged to submit revenue to both neighboring kingdoms or that some of the king's villages might be detached from the main part of his kingdom and appear as tenurial islands surrounded by the possessions of another king. The ritual boundary of the realm could be situated inside or outside the "possessions," and it defined notionally a boundary that could be encircled, although being in the provinces it was only "aimed at" in royal rituals from the locus of authority at the center of the realm. This locus, identified with the capital or even the palace compound, was encircled by the king at the conclusion of the royal consecration (Parajuli 1974: 103-6). As for the tenurial boundary, the territory was the king's field (ksetra) determined by the spread (vydpakta) of his influence outward until it joined (samdha) another king's field of influence. The place where the two kingdoms joined was the boundary (also samdha).
The influence of the king of Gorkha spread across the southern flank of the Himalayas throughout the turn of the nineteenth century. In the course of military conquests the king occasionally bestowed rights over land in alms to heavenly deities, Brahmans, and ascetics, acting in the belief that the king could gain land by giving it to others (Burghart forthcoming). In ritually offering a gift in alms, the donor must irrevocably alienate all his rights over the gift in favor of the recipient. Thus in offering land in alms to Brahmans, ascetics, and gods, the king alienated all his rights over the tract of land so gifted. Since the king ruled his possessions by virtue of his proprietary authority, these tracts of land enjoyed an extraterritorial status within the kingdom. Within such tracts of land the recipient enjoyed tenurial autonomy (M. C. Regmi 1963-1968:4, 45-49; Burghart forthcoming). The king, however, did not relinquish his ritual authority over these tracts of land; he could not do so without calling his kingship into question. The extraterritorial tracts were still part of the realm, and their inhabitants were still subject to the "five punishments." Nor were the Brahman and ascetic recipients entitled to pronounce the "five punishments" on the king's behalf. Throughout the eighteenth century Nepal was thought by the Nepalese to be a Hindu realm uncontaminated by Muslim rule (Desideri 1932:316) . Upon Prithvi Narayan's conquest of Nepal in 1768-1769, the Gorkha ruler affirmed his commitment to safeguard the purity and strength of his realm. Indeed he claimed that the Hindu rulers and nobles of the plains had given themselves up to the enjoyment of pleasure so that they no longer possessed the ability to preserve their independence from the British or Firaiigi (from the Persian, meaning European, and ultimately from the Arabic, meaning Frank). By means of enforcing a quasi-ascetic discipline upon his subjects -the rule of justice at home, strict control over merchants and their imports, honors not wealth for the military, and a ban on dancers and musicians from Mughal territory-Prithvi Narayan thought that the Kingdom of Gorkha could become a "true Hindustan" (asal hindustan; see Stiller 1968:43-44) . Fifty years later, however, nearly all the South Asian subcontinent had been subjugated by the cow-eating Firangl, and, given the presence, as always, of the pig-eating Bhotiya of the Tibetan plateau ruled by the barbarous Celestial Emperor at Peking, the Gorkha government could assert that Gorkha was the only remaining Hindustan on the subcontinent and that its political isolation was necessary in order to safeguard its purity. These sentiments, which held sway at the Kathmandu court after the 1814-1816 war with the Company, were expressed by Chief Minister Jang Bahadur Rana in his preface to the 1866 regulations on religious endowments (RRS 1972:10 1):
The Formation of the Concept of Nation-State in Nepal After a succession of military defeats at the hands of the East India Company in 1815, the Gorkha government was unwilling to risk further losses, and it agreed to a cessation of hostilities on the terms proposed by the East India
We have our own country, a Hindu kingdom, where the law prescribes that "cows shall not be slaughtered," nor women and Brahmans sentenced to capital punishment; a holy land where the Himalayas, the Basuhi ksetra, the Arya tirtha, and the refulgent Sri Pasupati Linga and Sri Guhyesvari Pitha are located. In this Kali Age this is the only country in which Hindus rule.
Given the duty of the Hindu king to maintain the purity, prosperity, and sanctity of his realm, and given the more-than-century-old Gorkhali and Nepali policy of treating the "Land sullied by the Mughals" (mugldna) as a defiled place, Jang Bahadur Rana's assertion of the purity of his realm is unremarkable. The 1866 regulations, however, did signal the Gorkha ruler's apprehension of a different relation between territory, religion, and the state in South Asia. According to this relation, the defined border of the possessions was co-extensive with the boundary of the realm. Previously Hindu kings, in conquering a territory, confiscated the land grants of the deposed nobles and military officers but respected the land grants offered in alms to ascetics and Brahmans by the vanquished king and his ancestors. The Gorkha rulers were no exception in this regard (M. C. Regmi 1963 Regmi -1968 Of the two different senses of country, the environmental and the ethnic, there is evidence that throughout the nineteenth century both concepts persisted in customary usage. In governmental usage, however, the ethnic concept of country had, by at least the mid-nineteenth century, been rendered in terms of species (jtt). One reason for this rewording may lie with the fact that at this time the government had consolidated its preeminent claim over the territory of the kingdom and therefore was inclined to look upon the ethnic groups of the kingdom as social bodies (jdt) rather than as territorial bodies (des). Groups of people, such as the Limbu, who were known in customary usage either as the natives of a country or as the members of a species, were referred to by the government as a species; in the 1854 Legal Code the Newari-speaking people of Nepal were referred to collectively as members of the Newar jt, not as the natives of Nepal des. Similarly Khas was no longer referred to as a country with its own customary law, but as the Chetri or Tagadhari The term Gorkhali also appears to have been an external designation of Khas kurd. In the early nineteenth century the Newari-speaking people began to refer to Khas kurd or the Hill language as Gorkhali, for they identified it with the language of their conquerors who were now living in Nepal. Also by that time the Gorkhali in Nepal had begun to refer to their language as Gorkhali, the earliest instance of this being found in the verse of the Hill poet and pandit, Daivajnakesari Arjyal (Pokharel 1968:104) . This evidence suggests, therefore, that the appellation Gorkhali emerged outside Khas country and inside postconquest Nepal. Further support for this inference lies with the supposition that it is unlikely that the term Gorkhali would have emerged in the Hills, for there would have been no reason for all the people of the Khas to identify their common language with only one of the hill kingdoms in which it was spoken. Moreover, prior to the Gorkha conquest, Khas people did live in Nepal, where they served in the army of the king of Kathmandu (D. Regmi 1965:2, 188). There is no evidence from this preconquest period, however, that Khas kura was called Gorkhali; rather it was known to Newars as khaya bhdya (Pokharel 1968:29) or as bhdsd, and distinguished thereby from their own mother tongue of Newari, which they called desa bhdsd (Clark 1957:186-87) .
Whatever the origin of the term Gorkhali, the designation subsequently gained force from events both inside and outside the kingdom. After 1857 the Gorkha soldiers, whom Jang Bahadur Rana had offered to the British to help put down the Sepoy mutiny, were recruited on a permanent basis into the Indian and British armies. The language of command in the Gorkha regiments was Khas kurd, which the British military officers called Gurkhali after their spelling (Gurkha) of the Gorkha regiments. Jang Bahadur himself, together with his brother and successor Rana Udip Sinha, favored the appellation Gorkhali, and he decreed that the term Khas kurd be discontinued (Clark 1969 Clark (1969:252) , the Gorkha rulers were displeased that the British called the language of their kingdom Nepali, especially after Prime Minister Candra Sam Ser had decreed in the early twentieth century that Gorkhali was the official language of the kingdom. But in the 1930s, when the Gorkha Government began to refer to its kingdom as the "realm of Nepal" (rather than the "entire possessions of the Gorkha king"), it also began to refer to its official language as Nepali. This change not only brought the name and official language of the kingdom in line with the British appellation; it also recognized the fact that for more than one hundred years the locus of authority of the Gorkha king had been Nepal.
In reviewing this history, it seems that the terms Parbatiya, Gorkhali, Gurkhali, and Nepali were names that were applied by outsiders to Khas speech, and which were eventually taken up within Khas country as internal designations of their own language. This process, whereby external appellations of a language were taken up internally, seems to have been Although the 1962 constitution does not explicitly distinguish between the king and the state, King Mahendra himself elaborated such a distinction in his public addresses on the pa;icdyat system of government. In these addresses (compiled in Tuladhar 1968), Mahendra had recourse to the terms of Vaishnavite devotional religion in translating the values and ideals of the modern nation-state into the Nepalese political arena as well as in defining the legitimate and illegitimate commitment of Nepalese citizens to their state (see also Borgstrom 1982). For example, the concept of service to one's redeeming deity was applied to national service (desa sevd), and Mahendra claimed that it was only by means of such service that "nation-building" (de&a bandune), "national construction" (de&a nirmdna), and "national development" (desa vikds) could take place. Moreover, such service is not motivated by self-interest (svdrth); hence political parties and interest groups have no legitimate place in the nation-state of Nepal. In translating the Western concept of equality, the king resorted to the devotional concept of identity. All natives are identical (samdn) or "one and the same" (ek ra samdn). In a Vaishnavite devotional context, the term refers to all the devotees of Vishnu having an identical subtle substance that unites them within the subtle body of Vishnu in the form of Parbrahma. In the public addresses of King Mahendra the realm, or de&a, is substituted for Vishnu and by implication both king and citizen possess an identical substance. Moreover, both king and citizen are devotees of the nation-state and there is an identity between Nepal desa and the Nepalese people. Like the concept of service, the concept of identity also served to legitimate the absence of political parties in Nepal. For Mahendra the concept of political party is either said to be semantically untranslatable, because it is alien (arz7 de&aharfi) and therefore can only be rendered phonetically (pdrti), or it is translated as faction (dal), a term that implies disunity and which therefore has no place in a country characterized by relations of unity and identity (ek ra samdn; see also Gaborieau 1982 on the concept of class).
The Cultural Uniqueness of the Nepalese State (c. 1960)
The concept of country with its moral and natural components now overlaps the concept of realm in the governmental discourse on Nepal. All Nepalese citizens are thought to have an experience of their country (desa anubhava), and it is in this experience that their will as a people (jan bhdvna) is formed. According to King Mahendra (see Tuladhar 1968 ), parliamentary democracy is not rooted in this cultural experience; it lacks "Nepaliness" (nepdl/pan). Pafcdyat democracy, however, possesses Nepaliness, as does the kingship. By virtue of their cultural character these two political institutions can be said to constitute a government "of the people." By overlapping the status of citizen with the category of native, the government has also established an exclusive, natural, and noncontractual basis of membership in the polity. It is now the natives of Nepal and the quality of Nepaliness, rather than the king's influence, which is spread throughout the realm to its very borders with India and China, thereby delimiting territorially the polity. In this manner the Government of Nepal has legitimated itself as a nation-state that is equivalent to but different from the other nation-states of the world.
Overlapping the concept of country with that of realm does create a problem, however, in that there are many different ethnic groups in Nepal, each with its own customs, language, and homeland. At the turn of the nineteenth century each of these groups was thought of as a country, and in 1854 as a species; now they are all registered in the census as language groups. Of the language groups in Nepal, only the language and customs of the Hill Country are identified with the Nepalese way of life. Although the government has naturalized the polity by overlapping the concepts of country and realm, still it has been careful to denaturalize the differences between ethnic groups. Non-Hill peoples are encouraged, and in some cases enjoined, to adopt the language and customs of the Hill people (see Gaige 1975) . For example, a particular style of cap, called the topf, an ethnic marker of a Hill native, is now obligatory dress for all male Nepalese citizens who enter the national administrative center at Kathmandu. In its identification of the Hill Country with the Nepalese nation, the government has been helped by the demographic evidence that the Hill language is the mother tongue of a bare majority of the population, and as a lingua franca it extends, for the most part, throughout the entire kingdom. It is also of considerable importance to the government that in the 1970 census there were so few Nepalese citizens who claimed to speak Hindi as their mother tongue that this language would in future be struck from the census register as a "mother-tongue" language of Nepal. The absence of Hindi, the national language of India, from within the Kingdom of Nepal has been used by the Nepalese government as a means of affirming its cultural difference from India. Since both the form and boundary of the Nepalese state are defined with reference to the collective will and territorial distribution of the Nepalese people, the absence of native Hindi speakers in Nepal serves to legitimate Nepal's continuing political autonomy on the South Asian subcontinent.
Conclusion
The political relations of the Nepalese rulers have been structured both within their own sphere of governmental relations and between equivalent spheres of relations. As the relations within and between spheres changed over time, the government reconceived the nature of the polity in order to perpetuate its position at their nexus. After 1816 the relations between spheres were also relations between cultures, and governmental policy took into account the Nepalese understanding of alien perceptions of Nepal. Moreover, the fact that Nepal was situated on the periphery of a powerful colonial regime obliged the government to legitimate the basis of its polity in a way that made sense not only to its subjects but also to the British, and, subsequently, to the government of the Republic of India. Successive redefinitions did
